Self-Custody:
The act of you holding
the private keys which
control your Bitcoin
without trusting
any third party
(such as an exchange)
to do so on your behalf.

1.

5 REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD

Self-custody your
Bitcoin
It's the best way to avoid being scammed

99% of crypto scams happen because those being scammed trust the scammers
to hold their Bitcoin on their behalf. The MTI, BTC Global and MMM scams were all
able to steal vast amounts of Bitcoin because their victims were not selfcustodying their own Bitcoin. Hold your Bitcoin in a hardware wallet or other selfcustody wallet.

2.

It can’t be confiscated

If you self-custody your Bitcoin, not even the most powerful institutions are able to
confiscate your Bitcoin from you, short of physically coercing you to do so. This
means that you can’t have your wealth taken from you at the stroke of a pen or
the click of a button, unlike all other fiat money.

3.

You can pass it on to your loved ones
if you pass away

In the event of your death, you would most likely want your Bitcoin
to be passed on to your loved ones. If you self-custody your Bitcoin
you can easily create a document which details how to hand over
your coins to your loved ones without any involvement from a 3rd
party. Should your Bitcoin be held on an exchange, for example,
your family would need to negotiate with the exchange in order to
access your Bitcoin. This is not a pleasant experience and is not
guaranteed to achieve a positive outcome.

4.

You can move with your money

Bitcoin allows you to store vast amounts of value digitally. This is all secured by
your Private Key, a series of words which can be written down or remembered.
As such, in even the most extreme circumstances, you will be able to move
across borders with a few words in your head. Nobody will be able to stop you
and you won't have to ask permission from anyone.

5.

You don’t need anyone’s permission

Bitcoin is designed to be permissionless. That means that anyone can interact
with the Bitcoin network without permission. If you self-custody your Bitcoin
you can rest assured that your value stored in Bitcoin is protected and secured
by the vast amount of energy consumed by the network. No government
bureaucrat, dictator or criminal can stop you from interacting with the network
and being in full control of your money.

